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1 . Introduction
A S AT-solver is an algorithm that on satisfiable propositional formulas α as input yields a satisfying
assignment and that does not stop on unsatisfiable formulas. By a result due to Levin [1973] (and
presented as Theorem 6.4 in this paper) we know that there is an optimal S AT-solver, that is, a S ATsolver whose running time on satisfiable formulas is polynomially bounded in the running time of
any S AT-solver.
In computational complexity, we are more often interested in decision algorithms which always
halt and give yes or no answers. Let A be such an algorithm deciding S AT. Then, for every S ATsolver S, we obtain an algorithm Sdec deciding S AT essentially by running A and S in parallel. On
satisfiable formulas α the running time tSdec (α) of Sdec on input α is O(tS (α)) (for an algorithm B
and a string x we denote by tB (x) the number of steps the algorithm B takes on input x). For
an optimal S AT-solver O, what kind of optimality does Odec inherit from O? Schnorr [1976] and
Verbitzky [1979] showed that Odec is length-optimal, that is, for every algorithm B deciding S AT
and all α ∈ S AT,
(
)O(1)
.
tOdec (α) ≤ max{tB (α′ ) | α′ ∈ S AT and |α′ | ≤ |α|} + |α|
However,
the algorithm Odec
(
) is not an almost optimal algorithm for S AT unless NP ∩ coNP = P
see [Chen and Flum 2014] . By definition an algorithm A is almost optimal for a problem Q if for
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any other algorithm B deciding Q and all x ∈ Q (note that nothing is required for strings not in Q),
(
)O(1)
tA (x) ≤ tB (x) + |x|
.
The concept of optimality just defined was first considered in [Krajı́ček and Pudlák 1989] for algorithms deciding the set TAUT of tautologies of propositional logic. It is not known whether TAUT
has an almost optimal algorithm. Every problem Q in P (polynomial time) has an almost optimal algorithm. Indeed every polynomial-time bounded algorithm deciding Q is almost optimal.
(
As shown in [Messner
2000]
there
are
problems
in
E
\
P
with
almost
optimal
algorithms
where
)1
O(n)
E := D TIME(2
) . To the best of our knowledge it is still not known whether there is a problem
in NP \ P having an almost optimal algorithm (even assuming P ̸= NP). In particular, this question
is open for S AT.
Let A be an algorithm deciding a problem Q. Assume that A is not almost optimal and that B is
an algorithm deciding Q that witnesses this nonoptimality of A. Then, for every s ∈ N there is a
string xs ∈ Q with tA (xs ) > (|xs | + tB (xs ))s . Can we generate such a sequence (xs )s∈N efficiently,
that is, in time polynomially bounded in s? If so, then the algorithm A can be speeded up on those
instances. We define the notion of a hard sequence for A without reference to a further algorithm
deciding Q (as the algorithm B above): The sequence (xs )s∈N of (strings in
) Q is hard for A if it is
computable in time polynomially bounded in s but the sequence tA (xs ) s∈N is not polynomially
bounded in s.2
Clearly, if A is a polynomial-time bounded algorithm, then A has no hard sequences. Furthermore,
an almost optimal algorithm for Q has no hard sequences either. In fact, if (xs )s∈N is a hard sequence
for an algorithm, then one can superpolynomially speed it up on {xs | s ∈ N}, so it cannot be
almost optimal (cf. Lemma 4.1). We say that the problem Q has hard sequences for algorithms if
every algorithm deciding Q has a hard sequence.
Central to this paper is the question: To what extent can we show that algorithms which are not
almost optimal have hard sequences? Our starting point is the following result (more or less explicit
in [Krajı́ček and Pudlák 1989; Krajı́ček 1995; Monroe 2011; Chen and Flum 2010]):
TAUT has no almost optimal algorithm if and only if TAUT has hard sequences for
algorithms.
p
problem TAUT to all problems which are
First, we generalize this result
( from the Π1 -complete
)
p
Πt -complete for some t ≥ 1 cf. Theorem 4.3 (a) :

(i) A Πpt -complete problem Q has no almost optimal algorithm if and only if Q has hard sequences
for algorithms.
Apparently there are some limitations when trying to show the result for all problems Q as we prove
(cf. Theorem 7.10):
(ii) If the Measure Hypothesis holds, then there is a problem which has no almost optimal algorithm
but is decided by an algorithm without hard sequences.
Perhaps one would expect to be able to strengthen (i) by showing that even if a Πpt -complete problem Q has an almost optimal algorithm, then every algorithm, which is not almost optimal and
decides Q, has a hard sequence. However (cf. Theorem 7.5):
1 Here, as usual, given a class F of total functions from N to N we denote by D TIME (F ) the class of problems decidable by
an algorithm A with

tA (|x|) ≤ O(f (|x|))
for some f ∈ F .
2 Let us mention that for S AT -solvers a different, weaker notion of hard sequence has been considered (e.g., in [Gutfreund
et al. 2007; Krajı́ček 2012]).
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If the Measure Hypothesis holds, then every problem with padding and with an almost
optimal algorithm is decided by an algorithm which is not almost optimal but has no
hard sequences.
In particular, if the Measure Hypothesis holds and TAUT has an almost optimal algorithm, then it is
decided by an algorithm which is not almost optimal but has no hard sequences.
As an algorithm deciding a problem Q which is not almost optimal can be superpolynomially
speeded up on an infinite subset of Q, by (ii) we see that, assuming the Measure Hypothesis, this
notion of speeding up (e.g. considered in [Stockmeyer 1974]) is weaker than our notion of the
existence of a hard sequence.
Assume that Q := TAUT (or any Πpt -complete Q) has no almost optimal algorithm; thus, by (i),
every algorithm deciding Q has a hard sequence. Can we even effectively assign to every algorithm
deciding Q a hard sequence? We believe that under reasonable complexity-theoretic assumptions
one should be able to show that such an effective procedure or at least a polynomial time procedure
does not exist, but we were not able to show it.3
By results of Stockmeyer [1974] and Berman [1976] and rediscovered by Messner [1999] we
know:
For every EXP-hard (or, equivalently, E-hard) problem Q there is a polynomial-time
bounded effective procedure assigning to every algorithm solving Q a hard sequence.
Hence, if EXP = Πpt , then for every Πpt -hard problem Q there is a polynomial-time bounded effective procedure assigning a hard sequence to every algorithm deciding Q.
(
)
Our proof of (i) generalizes to nondeterministic algorithms cf. Theorem 4.3 (b) . This “nondeterministic statement” yields a version for Πpt -complete problems of a result that Krajı́ček [1995,
Theorem 14.2.2] derived for propositional proof systems: TAUT has no optimal proof system if
and only if for every propositional proof system P there is a polynomial time computable sequence
(αs )s∈N of propositional tautologies αs which only have superpolynomial P-proofs; moreover, he
showed that the αs can be chosen with s ≤ |αs |. While it is well-known that for any problem Q
nondeterministic algorithms deciding Q and proof systems for Q are more or less the same, the relationship between deterministic algorithms and proof systems is more subtle. Nevertheless, we are
able to use (i) to derive a statement on hard sequences for proof systems of Πpt -complete problems Q
without a polynomially optimal proof system (cf. Theorem 6.7).
As a byproduct of results mentioned so far, we obtain results in “classical terms” (that is, not referring to hard sequences). For example, we get for t ≥ 1 the following statements (cf. Corollary 4.9
and Theorem 5.5) previously only known for t = 1:
(iii) If some Πpt -complete problem has no almost optimal algorithm, then every Πpt -hard problem
has no almost optimal algorithm.
(iv) Let Q be Πpt -complete. Then, Q has a polynomially optimal proof system if and only if Q has
an almost optimal algorithm.
It is still open whether there exist problems outside of NP with optimal proof systems. Krajı́ček and
Pudlák [1989] proved that E = NE implies that TAUT has an optimal proof system (see [Ben-David
and Gringauze 1998; Köbler and Messner 1998; Köbler et al. 2003] for subsequent improvements of
this result). We show their existence (in NE) assuming the Measure Hypothesis (cf. Theorem 7.4).
We discuss the relationship between our notions and results with previously known ones. Our
focus is on hard sequences while related previous work concentrates on hard sets and on strongly
hard sequences. For an algorithm A deciding a problem Q a set X of strings is hard for A if X ⊆ Q,
X ∈ P, and A is not polynomial-time bounded on X.
3 As pointed out by one of the reviewers of our paper, in the meantime Krajı́ček [2014] obtained some conditional negative
results concerning a related question for proof systems.
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A hard sequence (xs )s∈N for A is strongly hard if s ≤ |xs |. Clearly, a strongly hard sequence
(xs )s∈N yields the hard set {xs | s ∈ N}. Furthermore, one can show (Proposition 3.2):
(v) Assume Q has padding. If Q has hard sequences for algorithms, then Q has strongly hard
sequences (and hence, hard sets) for algorithms.
We present a problem Q such that every algorithm that decides Q and is not almost optimal has a
hard sequence and a hard set but none has a strongly hard sequence (see Example 4.2).
On the other hand, we prove (Theorem 7.10):
If the Measure Hypothesis holds, there is a problem which has hard sets for algorithms
but has algorithms without hard sequences
For Q with padding, by (v) we can replace the conclusion in (i), namely “Q has hard sequences
for algorithms”, by “Q has hard sets for algorithms.” This version of (i) has been proven by Messner [2000, Theorem 3.4] for all paddable problems:
(vi) If Q has padding, then Q has no almost optimal algorithm if and only if Q has hard sets for
algorithms.
(Messner assumes a property even weaker than padding.) Together with (i) and (v) this yields
(Corollary 5.6):
Assume Q is Πpt -complete and has padding. Then Q has hard sequences for algorithms
if and only if Q has hard sets for algorithms.
The property “Q has hard sequences for algorithms” is preserved under polynomial time reductions,
that is, if Q ≤p Q′ and Q has hard sequences for algorithms, then so does Q′ . It is this property of
hard sequences we use to derive the results (iii) and (iv), the results in “classical terms.” In the proofs
we cannot replace hard sequences by hard sets. In fact, we only know that the property “Q has hard
sets for algorithms” is preserved under polynomial time reductions among paddable problems.
We prove (cf. Theorem 3.5) for arbitrary Q that the existence of hard sets for all algorithms is
equivalent to the existence of an effective enumeration of all polynomial time decidable subsets
of Q, a property which has turned out to be useful in various contexts (cf. [Sadowski 2002; 2007;
Chen and Flum 2010; 2011; Beyersdorff and Sadowski 2011]).
By (vi), the satisfiability problem S AT for propositional logic has hard sets for algorithms unless it
has an almost optimal algorithm. We do not know whether a similar result holds for hard sequences.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some concepts. We introduce
and compare the notions of hard sequence, strongly hard sequence, and hard set in Section 3. We
obtain our results concerning the existence of hard sequences for algorithms in Section 4 and for
proof systems in Section 6. We derive some consequences of our results concerning hard sequences
of algorithms in Section 5. Section 7 contains the results and the examples of problems with special
properties obtained assuming that the Measure Hypothesis holds. Finally Section 8 gives an effective
procedure yielding hard sequences for nondeterministic algorithms for coNEXP-hard problems.
2. Preliminaries
By nO(1) we denote the class of polynomially bounded functions on the natural numbers. We let Σ
be the alphabet {0, 1} and |x| the length of a string x ∈ Σ∗ . We identify problems with subsets
of Σ∗ . In this paper we always assume that Q denotes a decidable and nonempty problem.
If A is a deterministic or nondeterministic algorithm and A accepts the string x, then we denote
by tA (x) the minimum number of steps of an accepting run of A on x; if A does not accept x,
then tA (x) is not defined. By L(A) we denote the language accepted by A. We use deterministic
and nondeterministic Turing machines as our basic computational model for algorithms (and we
often use the notions “algorithm” and “Turing machine” synonymously). Unless necessary, we will
not distinguish between a Turing machine and its code, a string in Σ∗ . By default, algorithms are
deterministic. If an algorithm A on input x eventually halts and outputs a value, we denote it by A(x).
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We assume familiarity with the classes P (polynomial time), NP (nondeterministic polynomial
time), and the classes Πpt for t ≥ 1 (the “universal” class of the tth level of the polynomial hierarchy). In particular, Πp1 = coNP. For a function t : N → N we denote by D TIME(t) the class of problems decidable by an algorithm A with tA (x) ≤ c·t(|x|) for all x ∈ Σ∗ and some constant
c ∈ N. The
∪
nondeterministic class N TIME(t) is defined accordingly. Recall the classes E := d∈N D TIME(2d·n )
∪
(exponential time with linear exponent) and NE = d∈N N TIME(2d·n ) (nondeterministic exponential time with linear exponent).
The Measure Hypothesis [Lutz 1997b] is the assumption
NP does not have measure 0 in E.
For the corresponding notion of measure we refer to [Mayordomo 1994]. The Measure Hypothesis
has been used extensively in complexity theory [Lutz 1997a; Buhrman et al. 1997].
A problem Q ⊆ Σ∗ has padding (or, is paddable) if there is a function pad : Σ∗ × Σ∗ → Σ∗
computable in polynomial time having the following properties:
(
)
– For any x, y ∈ Σ∗ , |pad(x, y)| > |x| + |y| and pad(x, y) ∈ Q ⇐⇒ x ∈ Q .
– There is a polynomial time algorithm which, given pad(x, y) recovers y.
By ⟨. . . , . . .⟩ we denote some standard polynomial time computable tupling function with polynomial time computable inverses.
If Q and Q′ are problems, we write Q ≤p Q′ if there is polynomial time (many-one) reduction
from Q to Q′ .
3. Hard sequences and hard sets for algorithms
In this section we introduce or recall the notions of hard sequence, of strongly hard sequence, and
of hard set for algorithms. Furthermore, we derive some simple results comparing these notions.
Definition 3.1. Let Q ⊆ Σ∗ .
(a) Let A be a deterministic (nondeterministic) algorithm deciding (accepting) Q.
– A sequence (xs )s∈N is hard for A if {xs | s ∈ N} ⊆ Q, the function 1s 7→ xs is computable
in polynomial time, and tA (xs ) is not polynomially bounded in s.
– If in addition s ≤ |xs | holds for all s, then (xs )s∈N is strongly hard for A
– A subset X of Q is hard for A if X ∈ P (X ∈ NP if A is nondeterministic) and A is not
polynomial-time bounded on X.
(b) The problem Q has hard sequences for algorithms if every algorithm deciding Q has a hard
sequence.
(c) The problem Q has hard sequences for nondeterministic algorithms if every nondeterministic
algorithm accepting Q has a hard sequence.
(d) Similarly we define the notions of Q has strongly hard sequences for algorithms, Q has hard
sets for algorithms, . . . .
Clearly, a strongly hard sequence (xs )s∈N yields the hard set {xs | s ∈ N}. In Example 4.2 we
show that there are algorithms with hard sequences but without strongly hard sequences. On the
other hand, we observe:
P ROPOSITION 3.2. Assume Q has padding. If Q has hard sequences for (nondeterministic)
algorithms, then Q has strongly hard sequences and hence, hard sets for (nondeterministic) algorithms.
P ROOF. Let pad be a padding function for Q and let A be any algorithm deciding Q. We show
that A has a strongly hard sequence. The algorithm B decides Q as follows: on input x the algorithm B on its ith step performs the ith step of the computation of A on pad(x, 10 ), the (i − 1)th step
of the computation of A on pad(x, 11 ),. . . , the first step of of the computation A on pad(x, 1i−1 ).
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If any of these computations of A stops, then B answers accordingly. There is a polynomial p(u, v)
such that for all strings x and s ∈ N we have

Hence if (xs )s∈N
for A.

tB (x) ≤ p(s, tA (pad(x, 1s ))).
(
)
is a hard sequence for B, then pad(xs , 1s ) s∈N is a strongly hard sequence

As already mentioned in Section 1, we will show (see Theorem 7.10) that, assuming the Measure
Hypothesis, there are problems having hard sets for algorithms but which have algorithms without
hard sequences. We do not know whether there are problems Q with hard sequences which do not
have hard sets (by the previous proposition such Q’s can not be paddable). However, the following
example shows that there are problems Q that have algorithms with hard sequences but without hard
sets.
Example 3.3. Let Q be P-immune,4 that is, Q is infinite yet has no infinite P-subsets. In particular, no algorithm deciding Q has a hard set. But Q (as every infinite problem) has an algorithm with
a hard sequence: Let E be an algorithm that enumerates all elements in Q,
e0 , e1 , . . . ,
such that |es | ≤ |es+1 | for every s ∈ N. Moreover let t0 be the number of steps which E needs to
output the first element e0 . Let S be a polynomial time algorithm which on input 1s outputs the last
element enumerated by E in s + t0 steps. We denote this element by xs .
We consider the algorithm A which on input x simulates S on inputs 10 , 11 , 12 ,. . . outputting
x0 , x1 , x2 ,. . . until we get the first xs with |x| < |xs |. Then A checks whether x is among
{x0 , . . . , xs−1 }. If so, the algorithm A makes 2m additional dummy steps and accepts, where m
is the number of steps done so far by A. Note that m ≥ s. Otherwise, A rejects. Then (xs )s∈N is a
hard sequence for A.
⊣
Our main tool will be hard sequences. In comparison with hard sets, they have the advantage
(besides the fact that they can be generated in polynomial time) that they are “preserved upward”
under polynomial time reductions, while this is known for hard sets only among paddable problems:
L EMMA 3.4.
(a) Assume that S is a polynomial time reduction from Q to Q′ and let B be a (nondeterministic)
(
)
algorithm deciding (accepting) Q′ . If (xs )s∈N is a hard sequence for B ◦ S, then S(xs ) s∈N is
a hard sequence for B.
Therefore, if Q ≤p Q′ and Q has hard sequences for (nondeterministic) algorithms, then so
does Q′ .
(b) If Q ≤p Q′ , Q′ is paddable, and Q has hard sets for (nondeterministic) algorithms, then so
does Q′ .
We leave the straightforward proof of this lemma to the reader. We close this section showing that
for an arbitrary problem Q the existence of hard sets is equivalent to a (non-)listing property. We
introduce this property.
Let C be the complexity class P or NP. A set X is a C-subset of Q if X ⊆ Q and X ∈ C. We
write List(C, Q) and say that there is a listing of the C-subsets of Q by C-machines if there is an
algorithm that, once having been started, lists Turing machines M1 , M2 , . . . of type C such that
{L(Mi ) | i ≥ 1} = {X ⊆ Q | X ∈ C}.
4 As

observed in [Ko and Moore 1981], Berman and Hartmanis [1977] show that E contains a P-immune (even a P-biimmune) set.
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A weaker notion of listing is considered in [Beyersdorff and Sadowski 2011] and called there “recursive P-presentation (resp. NP-presentation).” For Q with padding the equivalences in the following
proposition were known [Sadowski 2002].
T HEOREM 3.5.
(a) Q has hard sets for algorithms if and only if List(P, Q) does not hold.
(b) Q has hard sets for nondeterministic algorithms if and only if List(NP, Q) does not hold.
P ROOF. We only prove the first claim as the second one can be obtained along the same lines.
First we show the implication from right to left. For a contradiction assume that A is an algorithm
deciding Q without hard sets. For d ∈ N, by A(d) we denote the algorithm that on input x simud
lates A on input x but rejects if the simulation exceeds time
( |x| . )We fix an effective enumeration
D1 , D2 , . . . of all polynomial time Turing machines. Then Di (A(j) i,j≥1 is a listing of the P-subsets
of Q, where Di (A(j)) on input x, first simulates A(j) on x and if this algorithm accepts, then it simulates Di on input x and answers accordingly. As A(j) has to accept x, we have L(Di (A(j))) ⊆ Q.
Let X be any P-subset of Q accepted, say, by Di . As A has no hard set, there is a d ∈ N such that
X ⊆ L(A(d)). Then L(Di (A(d))) = X.
Conversely, assume that Q has hard sets for algorithms. By contradiction assume that L is a listing
witnessing List(P, Q). Let Q be an algorithm deciding Q. Consider the algorithm A that on input x
simulates Q on x and in parallel for i = 1, 2, . . . does the following:
– performs the ith step of L;
– if M1 , . . . , Ms are the machines listed by L so far, it performs an additional step of each of the
Mj s on x; if one of these accepts, it accepts.
If Q halts first, it answers accordingly.
It should be clear that A accepts Q. By assumption, there is a set X hard for A. Let Mi0 accept X.
By definition of A it should be clear that A is polynomial on X, a contradiction.
4. Almost optimal algorithms and hard sequences
First, we recall the notion of almost optimal algorithm. Then we derive results concerning the existence of hard sequences for Πpt -complete problems and draw some consequences.
Let Q ⊆ Σ∗ . A deterministic (nondeterministic) algorithm A deciding (accepting) Q is almost
optimal if for every deterministic (nondeterministic) algorithm B deciding (accepting) Q we have
(
)O(1)
tA (x) ≤ tB (x) + |x|
for all x ∈ Q. Note that nothing is required for x ∈
/ Q.
Clearly, for a problem Q in P (in NP) every polynomial time (nondeterministic polynomial time)
algorithm deciding (accepting) Q is an almost optimal algorithm (an almost optimal nondeterministic algorithm). There are problems outside P with an almost optimal algorithm (see Messner [2000,
Corollary 3.33]; we slightly improve his result in Theorem 7.1 of Section 7). However, it is not
known whether there are problems outside NP having an almost optimal nondeterministic algorithm and it is not known whether there are problems with padding outside P having an almost
optimal algorithm. We show in Theorem 7.4 of Section 7 that the former is true if the Measure
Hypothesis holds.
The following lemma is well-known and its proof straightforward. It shows that if (xs )s∈N is hard
for an algorithm A, then A can be superpolynomially speeded up on {xs | s ∈ N}; thus A can’t be
almost optimal.
L EMMA 4.1. Let A be a deterministic (nondeterministic) algorithm deciding (accepting) Q.
If A has a hard sequence or a hard set, then A is not almost optimal.
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P ROOF. We prove the deterministic case for hard sequences, the other cases are obtained by the
obvious modifications. So assume that the algorithm A decides Q and has a hard sequence (xs )s∈N ;
in particular,
tA (xs ) is not polynomially bounded in s.

(1)

Let G be a polynomial time algorithm computing the function 1s 7→ xs . The following algorithm G∗
accepts the set {xs | s ∈ N} and for x = xs runs in time polynomial in s.
G∗
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

// x ∈ Σ∗
ℓ←0
for s = 0 to ℓ
simulate the (ℓ − s)th step of G on 1s
if this simulation outputs y and y = x then accept and halt
ℓ←ℓ+1
goto 2.

We consider the algorithm A∥G∗ that on input x runs A and G∗ in parallel, both on input x, and halts,
when the first of these algorithms halts, then answering in the same way. Hence, A∥G∗ accepts Q
and tA∥G∗ (xs ) is polynomially bounded in s. As |xs | ≤ sO(1) , by (1) we see that tA (xs ) is not
polynomially bounded in tA∥G∗ (xs ) + |xs |; thus A∥G∗ witnesses that A is not an almost optimal
algorithm.
If an algorithm is not almost optimal, does it have hard sequences? We show that it may not have
strongly hard sequences.
Example 4.2. We set r0 := 0 and ri+1 := 2ri for i ≥ 1 and define Q by
Q := {1ri | i ∈ N}.
So Q ∈ P and thus Q itself is a hard set of every algorithm deciding Q which is not almost optimal.
We show:
(a) There is no sequence (xs )s∈N of elements of Q with s ≤ |xs | such that the function 1s 7→ xs is
computable in polynomial time and s ≤ |xs | for all s ≥ 0. In particular, no algorithm deciding Q
has a strongly hard sequence.
(b) The sequence (xs )s∈N defined by
xs := 1ri , if ri ≤ s < ri+1

(2)

is hard for every algorithm which decides Q and is not almost optimal.
To show (a), assume for a contradiction that the sequence (xs )s∈N is “strongly hard.” Then, ri + 1 ≤
|xri +1 | and thus, 2ri ≤ |xri +1 | since xri +1 ∈ Q. This shows that the function 1s 7→ xs is not
computable in polynomial time.
To show (b) let A be an algorithm that decides Q and is not almost optimal. Then, for every i ∈ N
there is yi ∈ Q such that
tA (yi ) > |yi |i .

(
As yi ∈ Q, we know that for some ji ∈ N we have yi = 1rji = xrji the last equality holding
)
by (2) . Thus, for all i ∈ N,
tA (xrji ) = tA (yi ) > |yi |i = (rji )i .
Thus, tA (xs ) is not polynomially bounded in s.

⊣
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By Lemma 4.1, if a problem Q has hard sequences (or hard sets), then it has no almost optimal
algorithm. Does the converse hold? For sequences we show the converse for problems Q that are Πpt complete for some t. As partly mentioned in the Introduction (cf. (vi) on page 4), Messner [Messner
2000, Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.19] proved the corresponding result for hard sets. He doesn’t
need the assumption of Πpt -completeness of Q but must assume that Q satisfies a property which
holds for all paddable Q.
T HEOREM 4.3. Let Q be a Πpt -complete problem for some t ≥ 1. Then:
(a) Q has no almost optimal algorithm if and only if Q has hard sequences for algorithms.
(b) Q has no almost optimal nondeterministic algorithm if and only if Q has hard sequences for
nondeterministic algorithms.
Remark 4.4. For Q = TAUT (or for a halting problem polynomially isomorphic to TAUT) the
previous result is implicit in [Krajı́ček and Pudlák 1989; Krajı́ček 1995; Monroe 2011; Chen and
Flum 2010]. In Remark 5.4 we show how this can directly be extended to every coNP-complete
problem using known results relating almost optimal algorithms and proof systems.
⊣

Lemma 4.1 yields the implications from right to left in Theorem 4.3. The following considerations
will yield a proof of the converse direction. For a nondeterministic algorithm A and s ∈ N let As
be the algorithm that rejects all x ∈ Σ∗ with |x| > s. If |x| ≤ s, then it simulates s steps of A on
input x; if this simulation halts and accepts, then As accepts; otherwise it rejects.
Recall that by L(A) we denote the language accepted by A. For Q ⊆ Σ∗ we consider the deterministic algorithm subset problem DAS(Q) and the nondeterministic algorithm subset problem
NAS(Q).
DAS(Q)
Instance:
Question:

A deterministic algorithm A and 1s with s ∈ N.
L(As ) ⊆ Q?

NAS(Q)
Instance:
Question:

A nondeterministic algorithm A and 1s with s ∈ N.
L(As ) ⊆ Q?

(
)
The following two lemmas relate the equivalent statements
in Theorem
4.3 (a) in Theorem 4.3 (b)
(
)
to a statement concerning the complexity of DAS(Q) of NAS(Q) .
L EMMA 4.5.
(a) If ⟨A, 1s ⟩ ∈ DAS(Q) is solvable in time sf (A) for some function f , then Q has an almost optimal
algorithm.
(b) If there is a nondeterministic algorithm V accepting NAS(Q) such that for all ⟨A, 1s ⟩ ∈ NAS(Q)
we have tV (⟨A, 1s ⟩) ≤ sf (A) for some function f , then Q has an almost optimal nondeterministic
algorithm.
P ROOF. Again we only prove (a). Let V be an algorithm deciding ⟨A, 1s ⟩ ∈ DAS(Q) in
time sf (A) for some function f . Further let Q be an algorithm deciding Q and let A0 , A1 , . . . be
an effective enumeration of all algorithms. Consider the following algorithm A deciding Q.
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A

// x ∈ Σ∗

1. simulate Q on x and in parallel do the following
2.
for i = 0 to |x| do in parallel
3.
simulate Ai on x
4.
if Ai accepts then
5.
s ← max{|x|, tAi (x)} 5
6.
if V accepts ⟨Ai , 1s ⟩ then accept and halt
7.
else never halt
8.
else never halt
9. if Q stops first then answer accordingly and halt.

It is easy to see that A decides Q. We show it is almost optimal. Let B be any algorithm deciding Q.
We choose iB ∈ N such that B = AiB . Note that V accepts ⟨B, 1s ⟩ for all s. Hence for inputs x ∈ Q
with |x| ≥ iB the algorithm A, for i = iB , accepts x in Line 6 if it was not already accepted earlier.
Thus, tA (x) is polynomially bounded in
(
)
|x| + tB (x) + tV ⟨B, 1max{|x|,tB (x)} ⟩ .
f (B)

Hence, by the assumption on DAS(Q), it is polynomially bounded in max{|x|, tB (x)}
(
)O(1)
gether, tA (x) ≤ |x| + tB (x)
.

. Alto-

If Q is in Πpt , then the problem NAS(Q) and hence the problem DAS(Q) are in Πpt , too (this is the
reason why 1s and not just s is part of the input of NAS(Q) and of DAS(Q)). Thus, together with
Lemma 4.5 the following lemma yields the remaining claims of Theorem 4.3.
L EMMA 4.6.
(a) Assume that DAS(Q) ≤p Q, that is, that DAS(Q) is polynomial time reducible to Q. If for every
function f , ⟨A, 1s ⟩ ∈ DAS(Q) is not solvable in time sf (A) , then Q has hard sequences for
algorithms.
(b) Assume that NAS(Q) ≤p Q. If there is no nondeterministic algorithm V accepting NAS(Q)
such that for all ⟨A, 1s ⟩ ∈ NAS(Q) we have tV (⟨A, 1s ⟩) ≤ sf (A) for some function f , then Q
has hard sequences for nondeterministic algorithms.
P ROOF. Again we only prove part (a).
Claim. Assume that ⟨A, 1s ⟩ ∈ DAS(Q) is not solvable in time sf (A) for some function f . (Then, for)
every algorithm W deciding DAS(Q), there exists an algorithm A with L(A) ⊆ Q and tW ⟨A, 1s ⟩
is not polynomially-bounded in s.
Proof of the Claim. By contradiction, assume that W decides DAS(Q)
( and that
) for all algorithms A
with L(A) ⊆ Q there is a cA ∈ N such that for all s ∈ N we have tW ⟨A, 1s ⟩ ≤ scA .
Let V be the algorithm that, on an arbitrary input ⟨A, 1s ⟩, in parallel runs W on ⟨A, 1s ⟩ and
computes
rA := the least r such that L(Ar ) ̸⊆ Q
by systematically checking for r = 0, 1, . . . whether L(Ar ) ̸⊆ Q (this is done by running for all x
with |x| ≤ r the algorithm A at most r steps on input x and a decision procedure for Q on x). Note
that rA is not defined if L(A) ⊆ Q. If W stops first, V answers accordingly; if rA is obtained first,
then V accepts if s < rA and otherwise it rejects. It should be clear that the algorithm V decides
⟨A, 1s ⟩ ∈ DAS(Q) in ≤ sf (A) steps for some function f .
⊣
5 In the nondeterministic case, we replace Line 3 by “simulate A on x and count the number n (x) of steps” and Line 5 by
i
Ai
“s ← max{|x|, nAi (x)}.”
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By assumption, there is a polynomial time reduction S from DAS(Q) to Q. Let B be an arbitrary
algorithm deciding Q. Then the algorithm B ◦ S, which on input x first simulates S on x and then B
on S(x), (decides )DAS(Q). Hence, by the Claim, there exists an algorithm A with L(A) ⊆ Q such
that tB◦S ⟨A, 1s ⟩ is not polynomially bounded in s. For s ∈ N we set xs := S(⟨A, 1s ⟩). Then
xs ∈ Q for all s and the function 1s 7→ xs is polynomial time computable. Furthermore
(
)
(
)
tB◦S (⟨A, 1s ⟩) ≤ O tS (⟨A, 1s ⟩) + tB (S(⟨A, 1s ⟩)) ≤ sO(1) + O tB (xs ) .
As the left-hand side is not polynomially bounded in s, neither is tB (xs ). Hence (xs )s∈N is hard
for B.
Remark 4.7. In the proof of Theorem 4.3 we used the assumption that Q is Πpt -complete only
to ensure that NAS(Q) ≤p Q (cf. Lemma 4.6). This condition is also fulfilled for every Q complete,
say, for one of the classes E or P SPACE. Thus the statements of Theorem 4.3 hold for such a Q.
We also get NAS(Q) ≤p Q if Q is ∀-closed, a property considered by Messner [2000]. He shows
in [Messner 2000, Theorem 3.48 and Theorem 3.49] the following (we only state the result for the
deterministic case):
Let Q be ∀-closed problem, which has padding (again, a weaker notion than padding
suffices). Then Q has no almost optimal algorithm if and only if Q has supersparse hard
sets for algorithms.
Recall that a set X of strings is supersparse if for some constant c and all n ∈ N it contains at most
c + log log n strings of length ≤ n. Note that even a supersparse set X which is hard for a given
algorithm A does not seem to yield a hard sequence for A; it may be that tA (xs ) is polynomially
bounded in s for every polynomial time enumeration (xs )s∈N of X.
⊣
Remark 4.8. Assume that Q is Πpt -complete and has padding (for t = 1, the set TAUT is an
example of such a Q). If Q has no almost optimal algorithm, then every algorithm B deciding Q has
a strongly hard sequence (as already mentioned, for Q = TAUT this was proven in [Krajı́ček 1995,
Theorem 14.2.3]). In fact, it is well-known that for Q with padding we can replace any polynomial
time reduction to Q by a length-increasing one. Hence, then in the proof of Lemma 4.6 we may
assume that S is length-increasing and therefore s ≤ |xs |.
⊣
We derive a consequence of Theorem 4.3 which does not mention hard sequences.
C OROLLARY 4.9. Let t ≥ 1 and assume that some Πpt -complete problem has no almost optimal
algorithm. Then every Πpt -hard problem has no almost optimal algorithm.
P ROOF. Assume that the Πpt -complete problem Q has no almost optimal algorithm. Then, by
Theorem 4.3, the problem Q has hard sequences for algorithms and so does every Πpt -hard problem
by Lemma 3.4. Now the claim follows from Lemma 4.1.
5. Proof systems
In this section we recall the notion of proof system and use some well-known results to obtain
further consequences of Theorem 4.3.
A proof system for Q is a polynomial time algorithm P computing a function from Σ∗ onto Q. If
P(w) = x, we say that w is a P-proof of x. Often we introduce proof systems implicitly by defining
the corresponding function; then the definition of this function will suggest an algorithm.
Definition 5.1. Let P and P′ be proof systems for Q. An algorithm T is a translation from P′
into P if P(T(w′ )) = P′ (w′ ) for every w′ ∈ Σ∗ . Note that translations always exist. A translation is
polynomial if it runs in polynomial time.
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A proof system P for Q is p-optimal or polynomially optimal if for every proof system P′ for Q
there is a polynomial translation from P′ into P. A proof system P for Q is optimal if for every proof
system P′ for Q and every w′ ∈ Σ∗ there is a w ∈ Σ∗ such that P(w) = P′ (w′ ) and |w| ≤ |w′ |O(1) .
Clearly, every p-optimal proof system is optimal.
We often will make use of the following relationship between the optimality notions for algorithms and that for proof systems (see [Krajı́ček and Pudlák 1989; Messner 2000]).
T HEOREM 5.2.
(a) For every Q we have (i) ⇒ (ii) and (ii) ⇒ (iii); moreover (i), (ii), and (iii) are all equivalent if
Q has padding. Here
(i) Q has a p-optimal proof system.
(ii) Q has an almost optimal algorithm.
(iii) There is an algorithm that decides Q and has no hard sets.
(b) For every Q we have (i) ⇐⇒ (ii), (ii) ⇒ (iii), and (iii) ⇒ (iv); moreover (i)–(iv) are all
equivalent if Q has padding. Here
(i) Q has an optimal proof system.
(ii) Q has an almost optimal nondeterministic algorithm.
(iii) There is a nondeterministic algorithm that accepts Q and has no hard sets.
(iv) There is a nondeterministic algorithm that accepts Q and runs in polynomial time on every
subset X of Q with X ∈ P.
(
In the following
) Remark 5.4, we combine the “upward preservation” of hard sequences cf.
Lemma 3.4 (a) with the “downward preservation” of optimal proof systems, that is, with the following statement:
L EMMA 5.3. ([Köbler et al. 2003, Lemma 2.1]) If Q ≤p Q′ and Q′ has a p-optimal (optimal)
proof system, so does Q.
Remark 5.4. Using the previous theorem, we get a simple direct proof of
if Q is coNP-complete and has no almost optimal (nondeterministic) algorithm, then Q
has hard sequences for (nondeterministic) algorithms
using the result for Q = TAUT (that was already known). In fact, assume that Q has no almost
optimal algorithm (the proof for the nondeterministic case follows analogously). Then TAUT has no
almost optimal algorithm; otherwise, TAUT would have a p-optimal proof system by the equivalence
of (i) and (ii) in part (a) of the previous theorem (TAUT has padding!). As Q ≤p TAUT, then Q would
have a p-optimal proof system, too (by Lemma 5.3). Hence, again by the previous theorem, Q would
have an almost optimal algorithm, a contradiction. So, TAUT has no almost optimal algorithm and
thus, TAUT has hard sequences for algorithms. As TAUT ≤p Q, the problem Q has hard sequences
for algorithms, too (by Lemma 3.4).
⊣
We use the results of Section 3 to get further consequences of the equivalence of Theorem 5.2.
First, we derive the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in Theorem 5.2 (a) for every Πpt -complete problem.
T HEOREM 5.5. Let Q be a Πpt -complete problem for some t ≥ 1. Then:
Q has a p-optimal proof system if and only if Q has an almost optimal algorithm.
P ROOF. By Theorem 5.2 (a) the left-hand side implies the right hand side. Now assume that Q is
Πpt -complete and has an almost optimal algorithm. As Q × Σ∗ is Πpt -complete too, it has an almost
optimal algorithm (by Corollary 4.9). As Q × Σ∗ has padding, it has a p-optimal proof system P (cf.
Theorem 5.2 (a)). Now it is routine to show that the algorithm P′ that on input w computes P(w)
and outputs its first component is a p-optimal proof system for Q.
Furthermore, we get:
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C OROLLARY 5.6. Assume Q has padding and is Πpt -complete. Then,
Q has hard sequences for (nondeterministic) algorithms
if and only if Q has hard sets for (nondeterministic) algorithms.
P ROOF. The direction from left to right was already shown in Proposition 3.2. If Q has hard sets
for algorithms, then, by the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 5.2 (Q has padding!), Q has no
almost optimal algorithm. Thus, by Theorem 4.3, Q has hard sequences for algorithms.
6. Hard sequences for proof systems
We already mentioned in the Introduction that for every Q ⊆ Σ∗ there is a well-known and straightforward correspondence between proof systems and nondeterministic algorithms preserving the optimality notions, so that the proof of the equivalence between (i) and (ii) in Theorem 5.2 (b) is immediate. In fact, if P is a proof system for Q, then the nondeterministic algorithm A(P) accepts Q,
where A(P) on input x ∈ Σ∗ guesses a string w and accepts if P(w) = x.
Conversely, we assign to every nondeterministic algorithm a proof system in a canonical way.
This assignment works for nondeterministic as well as for deterministic algorithms. So let A be a
deterministic (nondeterministic) algorithm deciding (accepting) Q. Then for every fixed x0 ∈ Q the
algorithm A induces a proof system PA for Q defined by
{
x,
if w is a computation of A accepting x
PA (w) :=
x0 , otherwise.
We introduce the notions of hard sequences, strongly hard sequences, and hard sets for proof systems
such that for proof systems of the form PA they correspond with the notions for the algorithm A
(see Lemma 6.2). Note that, by definition, a proof system is always a deterministic algorithm.
Definition 6.1. Let P be a proof system for Q.
(a) A sequence (xs )s∈N is hard for P if {xs | s ∈ N} ⊆ Q, the function 1s 7→ xs is computable in
polynomial time, and there is no polynomial time algorithm W with P(W(1s )) = xs .
(b) The sequence (xs )s∈N is length-hard for P if {xs | s ∈ N} ⊆ Q, the function 1s 7→ xs is
computable in polynomial time, and there is no sequence (ws )s∈N such that P(ws ) = xs and the
length of ws is polynomially-bounded in s (i.e., |ws | ≤ |s|O(1) ).
(c) A subset X of Q is hard for P if X ∈ P and there is no polynomial time algorithm W such that
P(W(x)) = x for all x ∈ X.
(d) A subset X of Q is length-hard for P if X ∈ NP and there is no family (wx )x∈X with |wx | ≤
|x|O(1) such that P(wx ) = x for all x ∈ X.
It should be clear how we define strongly hard sequences for P and strongly length-hard sequences
for P. Furthermore, it should be clear how we define for a problem Q the notions Q has hard
sequences for proof systems, Q has length-hard sequences for proof systems, . . . .
The verification of the following lemma is straightforward.
L EMMA 6.2. Let A be a deterministic (nondeterministic) algorithm deciding (accepting) Q and
PA be the induced proof system.
(a) If A is deterministic, then a sequence (xs )s∈N (a set X) is hard for A if and only if it is hard
for PA .
(b) If A is nondeterministic, then a sequence (xs )s∈N (a set X) is hard for A if and only if it is
length-hard for PA .
For a problem Q every hardness property for algorithms is equivalent to this property for proof
systems:
L EMMA 6.3.
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(a) Q has hard sequences, strongly hard sequences, or hard sets for algorithms if and only Q it has
hard sequences, strongly hard sequences, or hard sets for proof systems, respectively.
(b) Q has hard sequences, strongly hard sequences, or hard sets for nondeterministic algorithms if
and only if Q has length-hard sequences, strongly length-hard sequences, or length-hard sets
for proof systems, respectively.
Due to the relationship between proof systems and nondeterministic algorithms the verification
of (b) is immediate. As a deterministic algorithm A induces the proof system PA , also the implication
from right to left in (a) is easy. Our proof of the reverse implication is based on a theorem due to
Levin on inverters. We recall it.
Let F be an algorithm computing a function from Σ∗ to Σ∗ . An inverter of F is an algorithm I
that given y in the range of F halts with some output I(y) such that F(I(y)) = y. On inputs not in the
range of F, the algorithm I may do whatever it wants. Levin [1973] proved the following result.
T HEOREM 6.4. Let F be an algorithm computing a function from Σ∗ into Σ∗ . Then there is an
optimal inverter that is, an inverter OF of F such that for every inverter I of F and all y in the range
of F we have
(
)O(1)
tOF (y) ≤ tI (y) + tF (I(y)) + |y|
.
Furthermore, OF does not halt on inputs y not in the range of F.
P ROOF OF THE IMPLICATION FROM LEFT TO RIGHT OF L EMMA 6.3. Assume, say, that Q has
hard sequences for algorithms. Let P be any proof system for Q. By Theorem 6.4, we have an
inverter OP of P which is optimal, that is, for every inverter I of P and x ∈ Q we have
)O(1)
(
≤ (tI (x) + |x|)O(1) ,
(3)
tOP (x) ≤ tI (x) + tP (I(x)) + |x|
where the second inequality holds as tP (w) ≤ |w|O(1) and hence tP (I(x)) ≤ |I(x))|O(1) ≤ tI (x)O(1) .
Moreover, for x ∈
/ Q the algorithm OP will not halt on input x.
We choose an arbitrary algorithm Q that decides Q and consider the algorithm S that on input
x in parallel simulates Q and OP , both on input x. If Q halts first, then it answers accordingly and
if OP halts first, then it accepts. Obviously S decides Q and for every x ∈ Q we have
(
)
tS (x) ≤ O tOP (x) .
(4)
As Q has hard sequences for algorithms, there is a polynomial time computable algorithm G generating a hard sequence (xs )s∈N for S; that is, G on input 1s computes xs ∈ Q in polynomial time
such that
tS (xs ) is not polynomially bounded in s.

(5)

We show that (xs )s∈N is a hard sequence for P. For this purpose let G+ be the variant of the algorithm G∗ in the proof of Lemma 4.1 obtained by replacing Line 4 by
if this simulation outputs y and y = x then output 1s and halt.
Of course, on input x = xs the algorithm G+ runs in time polynomial in s. Assume for a contradiction that (xs )s∈N is not a hard sequence for P. Then there is a polynomial time algorithm W with
P(W(1s )) = xs for all s ∈ N. We consider the inverter I of P that on input x in parallel simulates OP
and G+ , both on input x. If OP halts, then it outputs the output of OP and halts; if G+ halts, then it
simulates W on G+ (x), outputs W(G+ (x)), and halts.
By definition of G+ the algorithm I runs, on input xs , in time polynomial in s, hence so does OP
by (3) as |xs | ≤ sO(1) . But then by (4), the same holds for the algorithm S contradicting (5).
Clearly, if (xs )s∈N was a strongly hard sequence for S, then it is a strongly hard sequence for P.
The verification for hard sets (instead of hard sequences) is similar, even easier.
Now we can show for proof systems the result corresponding to Proposition 3.2.
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C OROLLARY 6.5. Assume Q has padding. If Q has hard (length-hard) sequences for proof
systems, then Q has strongly hard (strongly length-hard) sequences for proof systems. In particular,
then Q has hard sets (length-hard) sets.
P ROOF. Assume Q has hard sequences for proof systems. By Lemma 6.3, Q has hard sequences
for algorithms and thus, by Proposition 3.2, strongly hard sequences for algorithms. Again applying
Lemma 6.3 we see that Q has strongly hard sequences for proof systems.
Similarly one can prove the analogue of Corollary 5.6 for proof systems:
C OROLLARY 6.6. Assume Q has padding and is Πpt -complete. Then,
Q has hard (length-hard) sequences for proof systems
if and only if Q has hard (length-hard) sets for proof systems.
As already remarked in the Introduction, for Q = TAUT the following result is known and goes
back to Krajı́ček and Pudlák [1989] (see [Krajı́ček 1995, Theorem 14.2.2]).
T HEOREM 6.7. Let Q be a Πpt -complete problem for some t ≥ 1. Then:
(a) Q has no p-optimal proof system if and only if Q has hard sequences for proof systems.
(b) Q has no optimal proof system if and only if Q has length-hard sequences for proof systems.
The implications from right to left hold for all problems Q.
P ROOF. First, we present a proof of the directions from right to left, say, for (b). Let P be any
proof system for Q. We show that P is not optimal. By our assumption on Q there is a length-hard
sequence (xs )s∈N for P. We consider the proof system P′ for Q given by
P′ (w′ ) := P(w), if w′ = 0w;

P′ (w′ ) := xs , if w′ = 1s ;

and P′ (w′ ) := z0 for some fixed element z0 of Q, otherwise. Let T be any translation from P′ into P.
In particular,
P(T(1s )) = P′ (1s ) = xs
for all s ∈ N. As (xs )s∈N is a length-hard sequence for P, the length of T(1s ) is not polynomially
bounded in s. Hence, T is not a polynomial translation; therefore, P is not optimal.
Now we present a proof of the direction from left to right, say, for (a). So, assume that Q has no
p-optimal proof system. By Theorem 5.5, Q has no almost optimal algorithm and hence has hard
sequences for algorithms by Theorem 4.3. Now the claim follows from Lemma 6.3.
Remark 6.8. If in the previous theorem we assume that Q, in addition, has padding, then (by
Corollary 6.6) we can replace the right hand sides in (a) and (b) by “Q has hard sets for proof
systems” and by “Q has length-hard sets for proof systems,” respectively.
For hard sets Messner [2000, Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.19] proved the results corresponding
to Theorem 6.7 . He doesn’t need the assumption of Πpt -completeness of Q but must assume that Q
satisfies a property which is weaker than padding. Again with the hypothesis that Q is ∀-closed (cf.
Remark 4.7), Messner [2000, Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.49] shows that one can require the hard
sets to be supersparse.
⊣
7. Assuming the Measure Hypothesis
In this section we present some examples of problems with special properties, some yield limitations
to possible extensions of results mentioned in this paper. Most are proven assuming
∪ the Measure Hypothesis, that is, the statement “NP does not have measure 0 in E,” where E := d∈N D TIME(2d·n ).
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Recall that an algorithm A deciding Q is optimal if for every algorithm B deciding Q we have
tA (x) ≤ (tB (x) + |x|)O(1)
for all x ∈ Σ∗ . Clearly, every problem in P has an optimal algorithm.
T HEOREM 7.1.
(a) There exist problems in E \ P with optimal algorithms.
(b) If the Measure Hypothesis holds, then there exist problems in NP \ P with optimal algorithms.
Messner [2000, Theorem 3.32] showed the existence of problems in E \ P with almost optimal
algorithms.
The following considerations will finally lead to a proof of Theorem 7.1. Let C be a class of
problems. Recall that a problem Q is C-immune if no infinite subset of Q is in C; and it is C-biimmune if Q and its complement Σ∗ \ Q are C-immune.
L EMMA 7.2.
(a) If Q ∈ E is a D TIME(2ℓ·n )-bi-immune problem for some ℓ ≥ 1, then every algorithm witnessing
that Q ∈ E is optimal.
(b) If Q ∈ NE is an N TIME(2ℓ·n )-immune problem for some ℓ ≥ 1, then every nondeterministic
algorithm witnessing that Q ∈ NE is optimal.
P ROOF. We prove (a); part (b) is obtained by the obvious modifications. Assume that the Turing
machine M decides the D TIME(2ℓ·n )-bi-immune problem Q in time c · 2d·n for some c, d ∈ N. We
claim that M is optimal.
Assume otherwise, then there is a machine M′ deciding Q and witnessing that M is not optimal.
Then for every i ∈ N there exists an xi such that
(
)i
tM (xi ) > tM′ (xi ) + |xi | .
It follows that, for every i ∈ N,
c · 2d·|xi | ≥ tM (xi ) > tM′ (xi )i .
Thus, tM′ (xi ) ≤ 2ℓ·|xi |/2 for all sufficiently large i ∈ N. Of course, infinitely many of these xi ’s are
in Q or they are in Σ∗ \ Q. In the first case consider the following machine:
M′′

// x ∈ Σ∗

1. simulate M′ on x for at most 2ℓ·|x|/2 steps
2.
if the simulation halts and accepts then accept else reject.

It accepts an infinite subset of Q in time 2ℓ·n . This contradicts our immunity assumption. The second
case is handled similarly.
Part (a) of the previous lemma and the following result due to Mayordomo [1994] immediately
yields the statements of Theorem 7.1.
T HEOREM 7.3. Let ℓ ≥ 1.
(a) The class of D TIME(2ℓ·n )-bi-immune problems has measure 1 in E. In particular, the class E
contains D TIME(2ℓ·n )-bi-immune problems.
(b) If the Measure Hypothesis holds, then NP ∩ E contains D TIME(2ℓ·n )-bi-immune problems.
The question whether there are sets outside of NP with optimal proof systems was stated by
Krajı́ček and Pudlák [1989] and is still open. As already mentioned, they proved that TAUT has an
optimal proof system if E = NE. We are able to show:
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T HEOREM 7.4. If the Measure Hypothesis holds, then there exist problems in NE \ NP with
optimal proof systems (or, equivalently, with almost optimal nondeterministic algorithms).
P ROOF. It suffices to show that there is a Q ∈ NE which is N TIME(2n )-immune. Then, by
Lemma 7.2 (b), such a Q has an almost optimal nondeterministic algorithm and hence, an optimal
proof system by Theorem 5.2.
By Theorem 7.3 (b) there is a Q0 ∈ NP which is D TIME(2n )-bi-immune problem. We choose
d ≥ 1 such that Q0 ∈ N TIME(nd ). We set
{
}
2m
Q := 1m | m ∈ N and 12 ∈ Q0 .
m

2m

Then Q ∈ NE. Furthermore, Q is infinite as otherwise the set {12 | m ∈ N and 12 ∈
/ Q0 } would
be an infinite subset of Σ∗ \ Q0 in P contradicting the bi-immunity property of Q0 . Finally we show
that Q is N TIME(2n )-immune. By contradiction assume that there is an infinite S ⊆ Q accepted by
a nondeterministic algorithm S in time 22n . Then the set
S ∗ := {1n | n = 22m for some m ∈ N and 1m ∈ S}
is an infinite subset of Q0 . The algorithm S∗ that first computes m from 1n and then deterministically
simulates all possible runs of S on 1m decides S ∗ and runs in time
( 2m )
nO(1) + O 22
= nO(1) + O(2n ) = O(2n ).
This contradicts the D TIME(2n )-immunity of Q0 .
Concerning algorithms which are not almost optimal but do not have hard sequences, we derive
the following results.
T HEOREM 7.5. Let Q be a problem with padding and with an almost optimal algorithm. If the
Measure Hypothesis holds, then there is an algorithm deciding Q, which is not almost optimal and
has hard sets but does not have hard sequences.
The proof of this theorem (and that of Theorem 7.10) are based on the following proposition.
P ROPOSITION 7.6. If the Measure Hypothesis holds, then there is a problem Q0 ∈ P such that
(a) there is an algorithm B deciding Q0 which is not almost optimal (or, equivalently, is not polynomial time) but has no hard sequences;
(b) every algorithm A deciding Q0 with
tA (x) ≤ 2e·(log |x|)

2

for every x ∈ Σ∗ and some constant e ≥ 1 has no hard sequences;
(c) there is a proof system for Q0 which is not optimal but has no hard sequences.
To get the statements of this proposition we first show:
L EMMA 7.7. Let A be an algorithm deciding a problem with
tA (x) ≤ 2e·(log |x|)

2

(6)

for all x ∈ Σ∗ and some e ≥ 1. Assume that (xs )s∈N is a hard sequence for A. Then there is a
sequence s0 < s1 < s2 < . . . such that
lim

i→∞

2
log si
= 0 i.e., si = 2o((log |xsi |) ) .
(log |xsi |)2

In particular, the set {xsi | i ∈ N} is infinite.
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P ROOF. Assume otherwise that for some ε > 0 and some n ∈ N and all s ≥ n
log s
≥ ε,
(log |xs |)2
or equivalently, s ≥ 2ε·(log |xs |) ; then s ≥ tA (xs )ε/e by assumption (6). This contradicts the hardness of (xs )s∈N .
2

P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 7.6. (a) and (b): Assume the Measure Hypothesis. Then, by Theorem 7.3 (b), there is a D TIME(2n )-bi-immune Q1 ∈ NP. In particular, there exists a nondeterministic Turing machine M with binary nondeterminism and a d ∈ N such that for all y ∈ Σ∗ (with
|y| ≥ 2) the machine M decides whether y ∈ Q1 in ≤ |y|d steps. Thus for y ∈ Σ∗ every string
d
x ∈ {0, 1}|y| determines a unique run of M on y. We set
{
Q0 := x ∈ {0, 1}∗ for some n ∈ N we have |x| = nd
}
and x determines an accepting run of M on input 1n .
Then Q0 is infinite, as otherwise the set {1n ∈ Q1 | n ∈ N} would be finite contradicting the
D TIME(2n )-bi-immunity of Q1 . Clearly Q0 ∈ P. Let A0 be an algorithm deciding Q0 in polynomial
time and let B be the algorithm deciding Q0 by first simulating A0 , and then making an appropriate
number of dummy steps such that for some e ≥ 1 and all y ∈ Σ∗
tB (y) = 2e·(log |y|) .
2

(7)

Then A0 witnesses that B is not almost optimal.
We finish our proof by showing that for every algorithm A deciding Q0 such that for some e ≥ 1
and all y ∈ Σ∗
tA (y) ≤ 2e·(log |y|)

2

has no hard sequences. Towards a contradiction assume A has a hard sequence (xs )s∈N . We set
L0 := {1n | for some s ∈ N, |xs | = nd and xs determines an accepting run of M on 1n }.
Clearly, L0 ⊆ Q1 . We choose a polynomial time algorithm G computing the function 1s 7→ xs . The
following algorithm C accepts L0 .
C
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

// y ∈ Σ∗
n ← |y|
if y ̸= 1n then reject
ℓ←0
for s = 0 to ℓ
simulate the (ℓ − s)th step of G on 1s
if the simulation outputs x with |x| = nd then accept
ℓ←ℓ+1
goto 3.

By (7) we can apply Lemma 7.7 to A and get a sequence s0 < s1 < s2 < . . .. For i ∈ N we let
√
(8)
ni := d |xsi |.
Hence, xsi is an accepting run of M on input 1ni . We show that
2

tC (1ni ) = 2o((log ni ) ) .

(9)
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In fact, as G runs in polynomial time, we have |xsi | ≤ sO(1)
, and by (8) therefore, ni ≤ sO(1)
. Now
i
i
ni
one easily sees that C accepts 1 in time polynomial in si , too. By Lemma 7.7
si = 2o((log |xsi |) ) .
2

Thus (8) implies that
2

si = 2o((log ni ) ) .
Hence, we get (9).
Finally, we consider the algorithm C∗ that on input y simulates C for 2|y| steps and accepts if the
simulation accepts. By (9), C∗ accepts an infinite subset of L0 . As L0 ⊆ Q1 , this contradicts the
D TIME(2n )-bi-immunity of Q1 .
(c) Let Q0 and B be as in part (a). We leave it to the reader to show that the following proof system P
for Q0 is not optimal but has no hard sequence. For w ∈ Σ∗ let
P(w) := x,

if w is a computation of B accepting x

and P(w) := z0 for some fixed z0 ∈ Q0 otherwise.
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 7.5. Let Q be a problem with a padding function pad and with an almost
optimal algorithm O. With Proposition 7.6 (a) choose a Q0 ∈ P and an algorithm B deciding Q0
which is not almost optimal but has no hard sequences. Fix z0 ∈ Q and let A be the algorithm
deciding Q that on input x first checks in polynomial time whether x ∈ {pad(z0 , y) | y ∈ Q0 }
(using the properties of the padding function and a polynomial time algorithm deciding Q0 ); if
x = pad(z0 , y) with y ∈ Q0 , it simulates B on y and accepts; otherwise it simulates O on x and
answers accordingly.
Clearly, A is not almost optimal as it can be speeded up on the set {pad(z0 , y) | y ∈ Q0 }, a hard
set of A. By contradiction, assume (xs )s∈N is a hard sequence for A and let y0 ∈ Q0 . For s ≥ 1 we
set
{
y,
if y ∈ Q0 and xs = pad(z0 , y)
ys :=
ys−1 , otherwise
and
zs :=

{
xs ,
zs−1 ,

if xs ∈
/ {pad(z0 , y) | y ∈ Q0 }
otherwise.

Then either (ys )s∈N is a hard sequence for B or (zs )s∈N is a hard sequence for O, in both cases a
contradiction.
The following example shows that the padding hypothesis in Theorem 7.5 cannot be dropped.
Example 7.8. Let Q := {1n | n ∈ N}. As Q ∈ P, it has an almost optimal algorithm. However,
the set Q itself is a hard set and (1s )s∈N a hard sequence for every non-optimal (that is, for every
superpolynomial) algorithm deciding Q.
⊣
C OROLLARY 7.9. If the Measure Hypothesis holds, then the following are equivalent for t ≥ 1:
(i) No Πpt -complete problem has an almost optimal algorithm.
(ii) Every non-almost optimal algorithm deciding a Πpt -complete problem has hard sequences.
P ROOF. We already know that (i) implies (ii) by Theorem 4.3 (a). Assume (ii) and by contradiction, suppose that Q is a Πpt -complete problem with an almost optimal algorithm. By Corollary 4.9,
we may assume that Q has padding. Then, by the previous theorem, there is a non-almost optimal
algorithm deciding Q without hard sequences, contradicting (ii).
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T HEOREM 7.10. If the Measure Hypothesis holds, there is a problem which has hard sets for
algorithms (and hence has no almost optimal algorithm) but has algorithms without hard sequences.
P ROOF. Let Q0 ∈ P be a problem with the properties stated in Proposition 7.6. We fix an effective enumeration
A0 , A1 , . . . ,

(10)

of all algorithms such that there is a universal algorithm U which on every input ⟨1 , x⟩ simulates
the algorithm Ai on input ⟨1i , x⟩ in such a way that
(
)
tU ⟨1i , x⟩ ≤ (i + 1) · tAi (⟨i, x⟩)2 .
(11)
i

For every i ∈ N we let
{
}
2
Si := ⟨1i , x⟩ x ∈ Q0 and Ai does not accept ⟨1i , x⟩ in ≤ 2(log |x|) steps .
Finally, we set
Q :=

∪

(12)

Si .

i∈N

and show that Q is a problem with the properties mentioned in the theorem.
(
)
Claim 1. Let k ∈ N. If Ak see (10) decides Q, then Sk = {⟨1k , x⟩ | x ∈ Q0 }.
Proof of Claim 1. Otherwise, there exists an x0 ∈ Q0 with ⟨1k , x0 ⟩ ∈
/ Sk . It follows that
x0 ∈ Q0 with ⟨1k , x0 ⟩ ∈
/ Sk =⇒ Ak accepts ⟨1k , x0 ⟩ in ≤ 2(log |x|) steps (by (12))
=⇒ Ak accepts ⟨1k , x0 ⟩
=⇒ ⟨1k , x0 ⟩ ∈ Q
(as Ak decides Q)
=⇒ ⟨1k , x0 ⟩ ∈ Sk
(since all Si ’s are disjoint).
2

⊣

This is a contraction.
Claim 2. Q has hard sets for algorithms.

Proof of Claim 2. Assume that Ak decides Q. By Claim 1, Sk = {⟨1k , x⟩ | x ∈ Q0 } and by (12) for
every x ∈ Q0 ,
(
)
2
tAk ⟨1k , x⟩ > 2(log |x|) .
As Q0 ∈ P, thus Sk is a hard set for Ak .

⊣

Claim 3. For all sufficiently large d ∈ N there is an algorithm Qd deciding Q such that
(
)
2
tQd ⟨1i , x⟩ = (i + 1) · 2d·(log |x|)
for every i ∈ N and x ∈ Σ∗ .
Proof of Claim 3. By (11) and (12) as Q0 ∈ P.

⊣

Now we choose a sufficiently large d ∈ N and consider the algorithm Qd of Claim 3. Assume
that Qd has a hard sequence
( is
)
⟨1 , xs ⟩ s∈N .
By (12) every xs is in Q0 and by hardness,
(
)
2
tQd ⟨1is , xs ⟩ = (is + 1) · 2d·(log |xs |)
is superpolynomial in s. Since the mapping 1s 7→ ⟨1is , xs ⟩ is computable in polynomial time, we
have |is | ≤ |s|O(1) . Therefore,
2d·(log |xs |) is superpolynomial in s.
2

(13)
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As Q0 is decidable in polynomial time and d is sufficiently large, we have by Claim 3 an algorithm A
2
deciding Q0 such that tA (x) = 2d·(log |x|) on every instance x ∈ Σ∗ . Then (13) implies that (xs )s∈N
is a hard sequence for A, which contradicts Proposition 7.6 (b).
8. Getting hard sequences in an effective way
We have mentioned in the Introduction that Stockmeyer [1974] has shown that for every EXP-hard
problem Q there is a polynomial time procedure assigning to every algorithm deciding Q a hard
sequence. Based on his proof, we derive a “nondeterministic” version.
T HEOREM 8.1. Let Q be a coNEXP-hard problem. Then there is a polynomial time computable
∗
function g( : Σ∗ × {1}
→ Σ∗ such that for every nondeterministic algorithm A accepting Q the
)
s
sequence g(A, 1 ) s∈N is hard for A.
P ROOF. Consider the problem
Q0
Instance:
Question:

A nondeterministic algorithm A.
Is it true that A does not accept A in at most
2|A| steps?

Claim 1. If B is a nondeterministic algorithm accepting Q0 , then B ∈ Q0 and therefore, tB (B) > 2|B| .
Proof of Claim 1. Assume that B ∈
/ Q0 . Therefore, B does not accept B. Then, by the definition
of Q0 , we have B ∈ Q0 , a contradiction.
⊣
To every nondeterministic algorithm A and every s ∈ N we can assign in time polynomial in A
and s a nondeterministic algorithm As with
|As | ≥ s,

L(As ) = L(A),

and

tAs = tA

(14)

(say, by adding s new “dummy” states).
Claim 2. If A is a nondeterministic algorithm accepting Q0 , then (As )s∈N is a hard sequence for A.
Proof of Claim 2. It suffices to verify for all s ∈ N,
As ∈ Q0
tA (As ) > 2s .

(15)
(16)

By (14) we know that L(As ) = L(A). Hence, (15) holds by Claim 1, which also shows the first
inequality in
tA (As ) = tAs (As ) > 2|As | ≥ 2s ,
the second one and the equality holding by (14).

⊣

Now let Q be coNEXP-hard. Since Q0 ∈ coNEXP there is a polynomial time reduction S from Q0
to Q. Again, for a nondeterministic algorithm A let A ◦ S be the nondeterministic algorithm that on
input x ∈ Σ∗ first runs S on x and then runs A on S(x).
For a nondeterministic algorithm A and s ∈ N we define
g(A, 1s ) := S((A ◦ S)s ).
Clearly, g is polynomial time computable. If A decides Q,
( then A)◦ S decides Q0 ; therefore, ((A ◦
S)s )s∈N is a hard sequence for A ◦ S by Claim 2. Hence, g(A, 1s ) s∈N is a hard sequence for A by
Lemma 3.4.
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